
JWC66A - Greenhouse Covering Attachment U-Channel
• Aluminum Locking U-Channel designed 

for attaching greenhouse coverings when 
using Jiggly Greenhouse® Jiggly Wire.

• Installation is quick, easy and versatile 
- just screw the u-channels into either 
wood or steel structures and snap the 
Jiggly Wire into place, tensioning your  
film or other covering material.

• 6.5 ft. long flexible, high quality and rust-
resistant aluminum construction ensures  
a lasting and exceptional hold.

• Channel depth capable of holding two 
Jiggly Wires and up to 20 mil. thick 
greenhouse coverings - allowing for 
multi-layered coverage in a variety of 
different applications.

Aluminum U-Channel
For Securing Jiggly Wire
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Technical Specifications:

SKU: JWC66A

Brand: Jiggly Greenhouse®

Description: Locking U-Channel For Jiggly Wire

Material: High Quality, Rust-Resistant Aluminum

Installation: Mountable To Both Wood and Steel Structures

Installation Method: Pre-Drilling / Self-Tapping Screws Recommended

Compatible Materials: Poly Film, Shade Cloth, Insect Netting

Width: 1.1811 in. 

Height: 0.4331 in.

Length: 6.5 ft.

Thickness: 0.0315 in.

Max Materials Held: Two Jiggly Wires or Up To 20 mil. Thick Covering

When used with Jiggly Wire by Jiggly Greenhouse®, the 
JWC66A Aluminum Locking U-Channel creates a quick, 
easy and effective method for the attachment of poly film, 
shade cloth, insect netting and various other materials to 
greenhouses, hoop houses or other outdoor structures. 
JWC66A Aluminum Locking U-Channel is designed to 
be used with Jiggly Greenhouse® Jiggly Wire, allowing 
the wire to simply snap into place and secure whatever 
covering is being installed. This installation method can be 
used in a wide variety of applications, ranging from simple 
DIY greenhouses to large-scale commercialized growing 
operations. 

Recommended
Accessories:

Jiggly Greenhouse® 
Jiggly Wire & U-Channel 
Kit - JIGGLY-WIRE-KIT

Jiggly Greenhouse® 
Jiggly Wire Bundle - 

JW66S

Jiggly Greenhouse® 
Self-Tapping Tek 

Screws- SDS3

Jiggly Greenhouse® 
DIY Greenhouse Kits

Jiggly Greenhouse® strives to bring our customers the highest quality 
products for simply unbeatable prices. We are the industry leader 
offering a huge selection of do-it-yourself greenhouses, parts and 
accessories. For questions, pricing, technical support or more, reach 
out to one of our trained professionals at one of the links below:

www.JigglyGreenhouse.com  |  (800) 878-7829  |  Sales@JigglyGreenhouse.com

JWC66A - Greenhouse Covering Attachment U-Channel
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https://jigglygreenhouse.com/store/jiggly-greenhouser-3-4-10-hex-zinc-plated-steel-self-tapping-tek-screws-washer-head.html
https://jigglygreenhouse.com/store/jiggly-greenhouse-wire-kit-1-x-6-5-aluminum-channel-and-6-5-steel-wire-jiggly-wire.html
https://jigglygreenhouse.com/store/jiggly-greenhouse-wire-kit-1-x-6-5-aluminum-channel-and-6-5-steel-wire-jiggly-wire.html
https://jigglygreenhouse.com/store/jiggly-greenhouse-wire-6-6-greenhouse-film-pvc-coated-spring-lock-for-attachment-of-plastic-poly-film.html
https://jigglygreenhouse.com/store/jiggly-greenhouser-3-4-10-hex-zinc-plated-steel-self-tapping-tek-screws-washer-head.html
https://jigglygreenhouse.com/store/greenhouse-kits.html
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